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Abstract 
 
In this paper a short review of quantum models of consciousness is presented. In 

the conclusions two criteria are offered in order to classify these models, and a 

choice is operated towards those models which integrate quantum mechanics with 

special relativity. 

 

 

1. Chronological order of quantum models of consciousness 
 

1.1. Alfred Lotka: Planck’s constant and the objective and subjective consciousness - 1924. 

 

Lotka suggested his model before Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and the formulation of 

the interpretation of Copenhagen. Lotka’s model can be considered the first quantum model 

of consciousness. Lotka suggested the existence of two types of consciousness. The first 

one, which he called deterministic, corresponds to the objectivity of the external world; the 

second one, which he called subjective, corresponds to the inner world (qualia). According to 

Lotka, consciousness of the first type (deterministic) is relative to all those phenomena which 

take place above Planck’s constant. At this level it was considered that the deterministic laws 

of classical physics took place. Consciousness of the second type (subjective) would, on the 

contrary, take place below Planck’s constant, where the deterministic laws of classical 

physics do not operate. 
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1.2. Niels Bohr model: consciousness creates reality through the collapse of the wave 

function - 1930. 

 

The interpretation of Copenhagen proposed by Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg, suggests 

a direct link between consciousness and Quantum Mechanics. This interpretation attributes to 

consciousness an explicit role, through the act of measurement and observation, forcing the 

wave function to collapse into a particle and determining in this way reality itself. According to 

Bohr and Heisenberg consciousness would be an immanent property of reality which exists 

before the creation of reality. 

 
 
1.3. Luigi Fantappiè: advanced waves and syntropy - 1941. 
 

Fantappiè starts from the d’Alembert operator which in Klein-Gordon’s relativistic 

generalization of Schrödinger’s wave equation has two wave solutions: retarded waves which 

diverge from the past to the future and anticipated waves which diverge from the future to the 

past, and which for us, moving forward in time, correspond to converging waves, 

attractors/absorbers. Studying the mathematical properties of these waves Fantappiè 

discovered that the diverging waves are governed by the law of entropy, whereas the 

converging waves are governed by a symmetrical law, which concentrates energy, produces 

differentiation, structures and order, and which Fantappiè named syntropy. Fantappiè 

recognized the properties of the law of syntropy in the living systems, and concluded that 

living systems are a consequence of anticipated waves. Starting from the mathematical 

properties of the laws of syntropy and entropy, Fantappiè arrived to the formulation of a model 

of consciousness based on the following elements: 

 

• Free will: which is generally considered a fundamental element of consciousness, is seen 

as the consequence of a permanent state of choice between information coming from the 

past and emotions coming from the future. 

• Feeling of life: another basic component of consciousness is, according to Fantappiè, a 

direct consequence of waves moving backward in time, from the future to the past. 
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Fantappiè says that when physical senses vanish, as in deep meditation, people 

experience states of consciousness in which past, present and future coexist. The 

coexistence of past, present and future would be a direct consequence of the coexistence 

of advanced and retarded waves.  

• Non local memory: Fantappiè suggests the existence of non local correlations in the 

universe, as a consequence of the existence of advanced waves. For example, in living 

systems, memory could be a manifestation of non local links with past events which 

according to Klein-Gordon’s equation are still existing. 

 

Fantappiè’s model is similar to the transactional interpretation of quantum mechanics and to 

the model of consciousness suggested by Chris King. 
 

 
1.4 David Bohm: implicate and explicate order - 1950. 

 

Bohm introduced the concepts of implicate and explicate order. In the implicate order there is 

no difference between mind and matter, while in the explicate order mind and matter are 

separated. When we deal with quantum mechanics the implicate order prevails, while when 

we deal with classical physics, the macroscopic laws, the explicate order prevails. According 

to Bohm, consciousness coincides with the implicate order. In the implicate order particles are 

in-formed, take form, through the collapse of the wave function, and the implicate order 

coincides therefore with the process of in-formation, taking form. Bohm used the example of 

music in order to explain the implicate order. When we listen to a piece of music we perceive 

the implicate order, the information associated to the subjective experience of music, and not 

only the explicate order (physical parameters of sound waves, such as the frequency and 

amplitude). According to Bohm each material particle contains a rudimental form of 

consciousness. The process of information constitutes the bridge between mental and 

material properties of particles. At the lowest level of matter, the quantum mechanical level, 

the mental (conscious) and physical processes would coincide. 
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1.5  Herbert Fröhlich: Bose-Einstein condensates - 1968.  

 

Bose-Einstein condensates are a state of matter which is reached at extremely low 

temperatures. These condensates show highly ordered structures which behave as one 

particle. In 1969  Fröhlich found that during digestion the dipoles of cells align and oscillate in 

a perfectly coordinated manner. Fröhlich suggested that this behaviour could lead to the 

formation of Bose-Einstein condensates at biological temperature. One important property of 

Bose-Einstein condensates is that they are able to amplify signals and code information; 

elements that according to Fröhlich are at the basis of consciousness. The work of Fröhlich 

inspired the model QBD (Quantum Brain Dynamics) of consciousness suggested by 

Umezawa and Ricciardi.  

 

 

1.6. Evan Walker: synaptic tunneling effect - 1970. 

 

In quantum mechanics the tunneling effect is a phenomena in which a particle violates the 

principles of classical mechanics by passing through a potential barrier higher than the kinetic 

energy of the particle. According to Walker, thanks to the tunneling effect electrons can pass 

from a neuron membrane creating virtual neural networks, parallel to the macroscopic 

network, and to which consciousness would be associated. 

 

The macroscopic neural system operates through synaptic messages, while the virtual neural 

system would operate through quantum synaptic tunneling effects. The real neural system 

would follow the laws of classical physics, while the virtual neural system would follow the 

laws of quantum mechanics. Consciousness would be the product of the laws of quantum 

mechanics, even though the behaviour of the brain can be described using classical physics. 
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1.7. Umezawa and Ricciardi: Quantum Field Theory (QFT) and Quantum Brain Dynamics  

(QBD) -1980.  

 

In 1967 Luigi Maria Ricciardi and Horoomi Umezawa suggested a model of consciousness 

base on Quantum Field Theory (QFT). This model starts from the work carried by Fröhlich on 

Bose-Einstein condensates. The functions of the brain are seen as a consequence of 

collective quantum order states. For example, memory is associated to “vacuum states”. In 

QFT vacuum states are the lowest level of energy in which, by definition, no particle is 

present. The stability of vacuum states make them ideal as a unit of memory. Umezawa and 

Ricciardi underline that one of the properties of vacuum states is that of developing 

correlations and order which can extend to the macroscopic level, producing fields which can 

effect the neural system. According to Umezawa, consciousness would be the result of the 

sum of quantum processes, while the neural systems would be limited to the transmission of 

macroscopic signals. The model of Umezawa was further developed by Giuseppe Vitiello. 

 

 

1.8. John Carew Eccles:  psychons - 1986. 

 

John Carew Eccles, received the Nobel Prize in physiology in 1963 for discovering that 

chemical transmission of neural signals in vesicles presinaptic reticules determines only one 

exocytocis. Exocytocis is the unitary fundamental activity of the cerebral cortex and seems to 

obey a law of conservation. With quantum mechanics it is possible to explain this law of 

conservation introducing specific particles, which Eccles named psychons. According to 

Eccles psychons would be units of consciousness, which would connect together in order to 

produce a unitary experience and experiments show that exocytocis is governed by quantum 

processes. Eccles believes that mind is a non-material field, analogous to a probability field 

and that consciousness is triggered by the exocytocis process. 
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1.9. Nick Herbert: pervasive consciousness - 1987. 

 

According to Herbert consciousness is a property which pervades all nature, a basic force of 

the universe. Herbert reaches this conclusion analyzing the probability principle, the existence 

of matter (objects are formed only when they are observed) and interconnection 

(entanglement). According to Herbert, these three principles are directly linked to the 

fundamental characteristics of consciousness: free will, ambiguity and interconnection.  

 

 

1.10. James Culbertson: psycho-space - 1987. 

 

According to Culbertson memory, which is at the basis of consciousness, is a consequence of 

the change of state of matter in time. In other words, memory is equivalent to different states 

of matter in time. From this point of view memory is not formed by data stored in the brain, but 

by links between different states of space-time, and consciousness would therefore be 

located outside the brain, in the space-time. In order to describe this concept Culberston 

coined the term psycho-space.  All objects of nature change their state in time. Therefore, 

according to Culberston, all objects of nature could be endowed with consciousness. 

 

 

1.11. Ian Marshall: Quantum Self Theory - 1989. 

 

Marshall starts from Fröhlich’s work and links the holistic properties of consciousness to the 

behaviour of Bose-Einstein condensates. According to Marshall, conscious experiences arise 

when condensates are excited by electrical fields. Marshall believes that the collapse of the 

wave function always tends towards the formation of Bose-Einstein condensates and that a 

universal tendency towards the formation of life exists (anthropic principle). Mutations would 

not be casual, but would tend towards the formation of conscious life. The mental world (the 

conscious experience) would coincide with bosons (cohesive particles, such as gravitons and 

gluons which establish relations and can share the same states), while the material world 
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would coincide with fermions (electrons, protons, neutrons) which do not share the same 

states. 

 

 

1.12. Michael Lockwood: Many Minds Interpretation - 1989. 

 

Lockwood refers explicitly to the Many Worlds Interpretation of quantum mechanics. 

According to Lockwood, feelings are intrinsic attributes of physical states of the brain and 

would all coexist together, giving place to as many minds as all the possible combinations of 

these intrinsic attributes.  Consciousness would then select the feelings and the mind, but 

would not create them.  

 

 

1.13. Roger Penrose and Stuart Hameroff: ORCH-OR, Orchestrated Objective Reduction - 

1989. 

 

Hameroff and Penrose start from the assumption that reality is based on three worlds: the 

platonic world, physical and mental worlds. While in the Copenhagen interpretation the 

physical world is a consequence of the mental world (observation) through the collapse of the 

wave function, in the Penrose and Hameroff  model these worlds are separate and interact 

together through the collapse of the wave function. 

Penrose and Hameroff suggest that in microtubules, which are components of the 

cytoskeleton, every 25msec the collapse of the wave function takes place, producing a 

conscious experience which puts the mental world in relation with the physical world. 

According to these authors the sum of the wave collapses would generate the flux of 

consciousness and an orchestration of organized states (Orch-OR) 
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1.14. Chris King: Supercausality and consciousness - 1989. 

 

Chris King suggests a model based on the transactional interpretation of quantum mechanics 

which starts from the dual solution of the relativistic wave equation (Klein-Gordon equation).  

 

King states that quantum entities are always faced with bifurcations between past and future 

causes which require choices to be performed. King refers to the works of Eccles, Penrose 

and Hameroff works which show the relevance of quantum processes in living systems and 

suggests that according to the dual solution of the wave equation all living systems would be 

faced with bifurcations between causality and retrocausality. King names supercausality the 

sum of causality and retrocausality. These bifurcations would force living systems to operate 

choices which, according to King, is a common state to all living systems and to all the levels 

of organization of biological matter, from microstructures to macrostructures. As a 

consequence of the fact that all biological systems would act according to free will, and as a 

consequence of the fact that the outcome of free will is not determinable, biological systems 

should always show chaotic dynamics which cannot be studied in a deterministic or 

computational way.  

 

King suggests two levels of explanation of consciousness. On the first level information 

moves from the mind to the brain as a consequence of the exercise of free will; on the second 

level, information flows from the brain to the mind thanks to the amplification of signals 

performed by the chaotic dynamics of the brain, which usual take the form of fractals. 

 
 
1.15. Matti Pitkänen: TGD, Topological Geometro Dynamics - 1990. 

 

The TGD model of consciousness is based on the hypothesis of quantum jumps which 

involve different moments of time (quantum jumps between quantum histories) and on the 

concept that everything is consciousness. According to this model the universe starts from an 

initial state of maximum consciousness which diminishes each time an interconnection 
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(entanglement) is formed. In other words, consciousness would exist until it is not entangled, 

and consciousness can only be lost. 

 

 

2.16. Karl Pribram: Holonomic model of mind- 1991. 

 

Karl Pribram suggested a holographic hypothesis of memory and mind. An hologram is a 3D 

photography produced with the use of the laser. In order to produce an hologram, the object 

is first lighted with a laser light, then a second laser light creates interference pattern with the 

first one and the interference pattern is stored in the photographic film. When the film is 

developed only the interference pattern is revealed, but when this pattern is lighted with a 

laser light, the original 3D object appears. When the holographic film is split in half and then 

lighted with a laser light, each part continues to contain the original 3D image. Even when the 

film is divided in minuscule fragments, each fragment will contain the original 3D image. 

Differently from classical photography, each part of a holographic film contains all the 

information. According to Pribram, memory is not stored in a specific location of the brain, but 

works as a hologram. Only the interference among waves is stored. According to this view 

each information is transformed by the brain in a wave, and all the waves interfere giving 

place to holograms. According to Pribram, the same equations used to analyze holograms 

(Fourier transformations) are used by the brain to retrieve memory. 
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1.17. Henry Stapp: Quantum State Reduction and Conscious Acts - 1993 

 

Stapp’s model is based on the assumption that consciousness creates reality (Copenhagen 

interpretation). Stapp developed Von Neumann’s idea that the objective universe is a 

consequence of the subjective one, and concluded that only the subjective experience is real, 

and that we can only know our subjective perceptions. Stapp model is based on three 

elements: 

 

1. Reality is a consequence of finite events in the brain. 

2. Each event produces an increase in consciousness. 

3. Consciousness is the consequence of systems which observe. 

 

 

1.18. Kunio Yasue: Quantum Brain Dynamics - 1995. 

 

Yasue Kunio and Jibu Mari started their work from Umezawa’s model and developed a model 

in which brain waves are described using Schrödinger’s wave equation and the brain is 

treated as a macroscopic quantum system. Yasue suggests that consciousness arises from 

the interaction of electromagnetic fields and molecular fields of water in proteins. The 

evolution of the neural wave equation would not be random, but would tend to optimize the 

function of neurons. Yasue suggests a cybernetic model of consciousness which is based on 

the interaction among waves, and not on the physical neural network. 

 

 

2.19. Giuseppe Vitiello: dissipative model of consciousness - 1995. 

 

Vitiello developed a model based on QFT (Quantum Field Theory) which starts from 

Umezawa’s works, in which “vacuum states” were considered as unities of memory. Vitiello 

underlines that a problem with Umezawa’s model is that new information overwrites old 

information, losing old information. In order to overcome this limit Vitiello suggested a 

dissipative model of consciousness, in which living systems behave as dissipative systems in 
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order to maintain inner temperatures compatible with the requirements of vacuum states 

(vacuum states require extremely low temperatures). When the brain is described as a 

dissipative system, it is necessary to introduce, in the mathematical formalism of QFT, the 

environment which absorbs the energy dissipated by the brain. According to this 

mathematical formalism, the environment, in order to be able to absorb energy, must have a 

backward in-time direction, opposite to that of the brain. The cognitive function of the brain 

that Vitiello tries to explain is memory, which by definition is a irreversible process which 

moves from the past to the future. As a consequence the environment must move backwards 

in time, from the future to the past.  

Vitiello’s model allows to increase the degrees of freedom and the size of information which 

can be stored in vacuum states, solving in this way the overwriting problem of Umezawa’s 

model. Vitiello concludes that consciousness derives from the constant interaction of the brain 

with its double, which is the environment. 

  

 

1.20. Alex Kaivarainen: hierarchical model of consciousness - 1996. 

 

Kaivarainen’s model starts from the assumption that neural excitation depends on 4 waves:  

 

• thermal (de Broglie waves – B waves) 

• electromagnetic (IR waves) 

• acoustical (tr waves) 

• gravitational (lb waves).  

 

For this purpose 4 new types of particles are introduced:  

 

1. Effectons (waves tr and lb);  

2. Convertons (interaction of tr and lb);  

3. Transitons (tr and lb states);  

4. Deformons (superposition of transitions and convertons). 
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According to Kaivarainen this model could justify condensates at biological temperatures. 

 

 

1.21. Massimo Bondi: synaptic junctions and consciousness - 1998. 

 

Bondi studied those situations during which consciousness vanishes, for example sleep, 

anesthesia and pathological conditions. These conditions (physiological, pharmacological and 

pathological), would demonstrate the global nature of consciousness which turns on and off 

when the neural structure (synaptic junctions) loose their computational property of quantum 

origin. The model suggested by Bondi is based on the existence of channels which spiral 

through the labyrinth structures of the cortical system creating a flux of particles which 

determine a constant state of consciousness. 

 

 

1.22. Hupping Hu: spin mediated consciousness - 2002.  

 

Hu underlines that spin is becoming the key element of quantum mechanics. Hu associates 

each spin to a mental pixel. The model of consciousness which is derived has non-local and 

non-computational properties. 

 

 

2. Conclusions  
 

The models which have been described in this review can be divided in three main 

categories: 

 

1. models which assume that consciousness creates reality and that consciousness is an 

immanent property of reality; 

2. models which link consciousness to the probabilistic properties of quantum mechanics; 

3. models which attribute consciousness to a principle of order of quantum mechanics. 
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In table 1 each model is associated to one of these three categories.  

 

1) 
Consciousness creates 

reality 

2) 
Probability  

3) 
Order principle 

 
Bohr (1930) 
Herbert (1987) 
Penrose e Hameroff (1989) 
Stapp (1993) 

 
Lotka (1924) 
Bohm (1950) 
Walker (1970) 
Culbertson (1987) 
Lockwood (1989) 
Pitkänen (1990) 
Kaivarainen (1996) 
Bondi (1998) 

 
Fantappiè (1941) 
Fröhlich (1968) 
Umezawa e Ricciardi (1980) 
Eccles (1986) 
Marshall (1989) 
King (1989) 
Pribram (1991) 
Yasue (1995) 
Vitiello (1995) 
Hu (2002) 
 

Table 1: classification of quantum models of consciousness 
 

Analyzing the quantum models of consciousness which belong to the first category a 

tendency towards mysticism can be observed. All these models start from the Copenhagen 

interpretation of quantum mechanics and assume that consciousness itself determines reality. 

These models try to describe the creation of reality as a consequence of panpsychism, and 

assume that consciousness is an immanent property which precedes the formation of reality. 

The concept of panpsychism is explicitly used by most of the authors of this category. These 

assumptions cannot be falsified or tested in an  experiment. 

 

Analyzing the quantum models of consciousness which belong to the second category, also 

in this case, it arises that it is impossible to falsify the assumptions or test the models using 

experiments, as they consider consciousness to be linked to a realm, for example that of the 

Planck’s constant, which cannot be observed by modern science. 

 

Analyzing the third group of models which attribute consciousness to principles of order which 

have been already discovered and used for physical applications (laser, superconductors, 

etc.) it is possible to imagine experimental tests which could falsify them. It is though 
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important to note that many of these models require conditions which are not compatible with 

the characteristics of biological systems. The order principles on which most of these models 

are based require extreme physical conditions such as, for example, absolute zero 

temperatures (-273 C°).  

 

Using together the criteria of scientific falsification and the criteria of biological compatibility 

only the models suggested by Luigi Fantappiè and Chris King survive this selection. It is 

interesting to note that these models are not pure quantum mechanical models, as they both 

originate from the generalization of Schrödinger’s wave equation (quantum mechanics) with 

special relativity.  

 

In conclusion, it seems that all the models of consciousness which start from quantum 

mechanics cannot be translated into experiments, either because they cannot be falsified or 

because they are not compatible with the requirements of biology. The only two models which 

offer the possibility to be translated into experiments are those which unite quantum 

mechanics with special relativity. 
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